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An explicit description is given of a process using classical class field theory to 
generate solvability criteria for a class of fourth degree congruences. The method 
involves finding generators and determining conductors for relatively quadratic 
extensions of a real quadratic base held. Several examples are given. ‘(J 1985 
Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we describe a process for determining explicit solvability 
criteria for a class of fourth-degree rational congruences that one derives 
using a generator of a relatively quadratic extension of a real quadratic 
base field. The solvability criteria involve the rational integers a and h 
which satisfy p= T(a’-db’) if d-2, 3 mod 4 or p= T(a”+ab- 
((d- 1)/4) !I~) if d= 1 mod 4, where p is a rational prime which splits in 
the real quadratic field Q(s) 
Q(& f 
as p = pp’. We assume the integers o of 
J 
orm a principal ideal domain and we choose p = (a + bo), where 
CO= difd=2,3mod4ando=(1+&/2ifd=lmod4.Giventhefun- 
damental unit E of Q(A) we determine a generator for the three relatively 
quadratic extensions of Q(s) with conductor f satisfying f I(4)cc, co2. 
Here cc I is the infinite prime with sign pattern + - ; co2 has pattern - +. 
Given knowledge of how p splits in Q(d), one can likewise determine the 
four additional quadratic extensions of Q(G) which satisfy fl(4) pco r 00~ 
and plf: 
Using a formula from class field theory we are able to construct the ray 
class groups corres onding to the above ray class fields (the quadratic 
extensions of Q( P d)). This allows us to describe the ideals which split in 
the extension. This leads to solvability criteria for the fourth degree con- 
gruence derived from the generator of the extension. 
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2. THE SEVEN QUADRATIC EXTENSIONS OF Q(,,h) 
~TH~I(~)PI~~J~ 
Let E be the fundamental unit of Q(G) with E > 1. Then we have the 
three inequivalent extensions Q(,/?, n), Q(&, &), Q($, 6). 
These are inequivalent because neither - 1 nor E is a square in Q(A). 
Since none of the generators & is divisible by a finite prime, the dis- 
criminant does not contain any odd primes. However, a factor of (4) will 
appear in the discriminant if there does not exist an a E o such that 
r = a2 mod (4) [2, p. 2151. Thus the discriminant of these extensions is 
either (1) or (4). By the conductor-discriminant theorem [2, p. 2191 the 
discriminant of a relatively quadratic extension equals the finite part of the 
conductor f of the extension. To facilitate the determination of whether a 
factor of (4) appears inf, it is helpful to have a list of representatives of the 
quadratic residue classes mod (4) that are relatively prime to (4). By squar- 
ing all integers of the form s + tw; S, t = 0, 1,2, 3 and eliminating those 
squares with a factor of (2) one finds the results shown in Table I. For 
related results, see [4]. 
PROPOSITION 1. Assume the class number h of Q(G) is odd. Then we 
have the results shown in Table II. 
ProoJ Because we are dealing with units it is clear that the only 
possible finite prime divisors off are primes dividing (2). 
(i) If N(E) = -1, the strict class number h + = h. If no finite primes 
divided f, then K, would be an unramilied abelian extension of Q(A) con- 
tained in the maximal abelian extension unramified at the finite primes, 
viz., the strict Hilbert class field [2, p. 1771. But this extension has degree 
h +, assumed to be odd. Thus, we would have a quadratic extension con- 
tained in an odd-degree extension, a contradiction. Thusfmust be divisible 
by some divisor of (2). But by [2, p. 2153 it must be divisible by (4). The 
infinite primes for f are obvious. 
TABLE1 





= 13 mod 16 
(1) 
ub (3 +2~) 
(11, (3) 
(1). (1 +w), (2+3~) 
(11, (30), (3+w) 
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TABLE II 
Field K, N(s)= -1 N(&)=l,d-1,2mod4 N(~)=l,d~3mod4 
ii) 
: 
If N(E) = 1, then certainly no infinite primes divide f for 
Q( d, 4). Thus if (4) )lL f= 1. But the weak Hilbert class field, the 
maximal abelian extension with f = 1, has degree h over Q(J’i). Thus we 
get the same contradiction as in (i) and we concludef = (4). If d = 3 mod 4, 
the only square classes mod(4) are f 1 since we know E f: tx2 mad(4), 
we have --E & a2mod(4)+f=(4)co,co, for Q(& 6). Since 
- 1 = cX* mad(4), f = 00 1 00~ for Q(&, fi). For d f 3 mod 4, we see by 
inspection of Table I that - I# ~1~ mad(4), thus f= 4m, co? for 
Q(&, fi). This leaves Q($, 6) as the only possible choice for the 
quadratic subfield of the strict Hilbert class field. There is only one 
quadratic subfield since h + = 2h with h odd. Thus f for this extension is 
unramified at all finite primes and we have ,f = cc, co2. 
The four remaining quadratic extensions with f 1 (4) pco, co, are 
Q($, &I, Q(&, &I, Q(&, J-t-1, and Q(&, -1, where 
5 = a + bo. Obviously, p 1 ffor all four extensions. We have defined r to be 
positive but <’ will be negative for Type II primes p when N(E) = 1. Thus 
the f for Q(&, 4) is either p, 4p, pcoZ, or 4~~0,. Likewise for 
Q(&, fi). The f for Q($, fi) is either pm,, pco, co2, 4pco,, or 
4pco,co2. Likewise for Q(&, n). As above, if d= 3 mod 4, (4) 1 ffor 
an extension defined by &t+ (4) 1 ffor the extension defined by 6. To 
determine the precise value off, calculations for the given p and d must be 
done. Specifically, one needs to know N(s) and the type of factorization of 
P in Q(d). 
DEFINITION. Given Q(,,&). A prime p which splits in Q(,,@ is of 
Type I if p = Q(x, y), where Q(x, y) is the principal quadratic form of 
Q(A); p is of Type II if p = -Q(x, y) but p # Q(x, y). Recall 
Q(x, y)=x*+xy-7 y2 if d-lmod4, 
zx2-dy2 if d=2,3mod4, 
cf. [3, p. 2213. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Let h(d) = 1, and p be a splitting prime of Q(G). Zf 
N(E) = -1, then p is of Type I. Zf N(E) = 1, then 
(i) If dE3mod4, then d= r a prime and p is of 
TypeI++p-1 mod4; of TypeIIop=3mod4. 
(ii) Zf dr 2 mod 4, d = 2r, where the prime r = 3 mod 4, and p is of 
typeI++p=1,3mod8;of TypeIIt,p=& 7mod8. 
(iii) Zfd= 1 mod 4, d= r, r2, where the primes ri E 3 mod 4 and p is of 
type I-(p/r1)=(p/r2)= 1; of TypeII-(p/r,)=(p/r,)= -1. 
Proof: If N(E) = -1, h+(d) = h(d) = 1. Therefore the principal form 
represents all p. If N(E) = 1, then h + (d) = 2, and it is easy to see that there 
are exactly 2 primes dividing the discriminant and there are 2 genera. 
Specifically d=r,, 2r,, or rlr2, where the primes ri E 3 mod 4. We exclude 
d= 2r, or r1 r2 where ri E 1 mod 4, since in this case d= A* + B2 and it 
follows that Q(x, y) and -Q(x, y) are not equivalent but are both in the 
principal genus [ 3, p. 2253. Thus we would have h + (d) > 2. But for the for- 
mer three cases where r, E 3 mod 4, Q(x, y) and - Q(x, y) represent the 2 
genera. Thus p can be described in terms of the genus characters. For all 
three cases (p/r,) is a character, in addition for d = 3 mod 4 we have the 
character (-l)(p-‘)‘2, for d-2 there is (-l)‘p-‘)‘z+(P2-‘)‘8, and for 
d= 1 mod 4, there is (p/r*). Setting both characters equal to 1 yields con- 
ditions for p to be Type I; equal to - 1 yields conditions to be Type II. 
Certain conductors f cannot exist for a quadratic extension for certain 
classes of d and p. Specifically we have 
PROPOSITION 3. Given Q(d), d> 0, N(E) = 1. 
Case I. A quadratic extension of Q(A) with f = p or f = pm, co2 can- 
not exist for a Type I p = 3 mod 4 (By Proposition 2 such p can exist only 
for dr 1,2 mod 4). For any Type I p no extension with p 1 f can have only 
one infinite prime dividing j 
Case II. If p is of Type II such extensions with f = pm, or f = pc0, 
cannot exist for p = 1 mod 4; if also d = 3 mod 4 (which implies 
p = 3 mod 4) such extensions with f = 4pcc 1 or 4~~0, are impossible. For 
any Type II p, if p 1 f for a quadratic extension exactly one of the infinite 
primes must divide 1: 
Proof. From above, recall that the generator q of any of the quadratic 
extensions of Q($) with f 1 (4) p cc1cc2 is of the form (a+bw)(fEL) for 
L = 0 or 1. For Type I p. if (4) if we have 
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T(a+ho)(~~)=c? mod(4) for some c( E 0, 
+ T ((I + hw)‘(~‘)~ = (a’)’ mod(4) 
-+ p( 1)’ = 2’ mod(4) for some z E Z, 
+ p=l mad(4). 
The statement about infinite primes becomes clear by noting that 
(a + bw)( fcL) is either totally positive or totally negative for a Type I p 
when N(E) = 1. For Type II p, the arguments are similar. 
PROPOSITION 4. Given Q(,rd), d > 0, N(E) = - 1. Zf p E 1 mod 4 a 
quadratic extension qf Q($) with ,f’= pm, or pm2 cannot exist. If 
p = 3 mod 4 a quadratic extension with f = p or pm, co2 cannot exist. 
Pro@ Let p = (a + ho), where (a + ho)‘> 0. This is possible since 
N(E) = - 1 implies any splitting p is of Type I. Consider a generator & of 
a quadratic extension where q = (a + bo). ( f?). If (4) jS we have 
f (a + ho) &L = a’ mod(4) 
f (a + hco)‘(~‘)~ = (cc’)’ mod(4) 
P( - 1 )” =? mod(4) for some ,- E Z. 
A basis fact about units is 
N(c)= -1 +d= 
-+z’rl mod(4) 
1.2 mod(4) 




3. GENERATING A CONGRUENCE USING THE GENERATOR 
& OF K,= Q(Jk &) 
Express the integer q as q = (s + t $)/2 with s, t E Z. We will generate a 
fourth degree congruence as follows. Let q = q . q’ be a rational prime which 
splits in Q(d). For the prime q of Q(A) to split in 5, we must have 
q =x2 mod q for some XE o. For q’ to split in K, we must have 
9 =x2 mod q’ for some XE o. This latter congruence is equivalent to 
q’ = x2 mod q. Thus we have either q or q’ splits in K,oeither q or 
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q’ E x2 mod q for some x E o; i.e., (ST t&)/2 = x2 mod q * t2d = 
(2x2 --s)’ mod q. 
We can project this congruence into Q because q is a degree one prime, 
i.e., its residue class field has order q. We thus have derived a fourth degree 
rational congruence mod q with no x1 or x3 terms (cf. Carlitz [ 11). There 
are infinitely many congruences that could be derived corresponding to the 
infinite number of choices for q. However, all the congruences are solvable 
for the same set of primes q. 
4. CONSTRUCTION OF RAY CLASS GROUPS FOR A GIVEN.~: 
Given a quadratic extension K,. of Q(&‘) with ideal ray J, the 
classification theorem of class field theory guarantees that the ray class 
group J*/J/ is a subgroup of the unit ray class group J*/Ji. To derive 
solvability criteria we compute coset representatives of J*lJ:. and then 
determine the subgroup of them that form J*/J,. Since this IS a tedious 
process at best [2, p. 1691 our examples below will generally have J1-= J/. 
To determine 1 J*/J/I we use the formula 1 J*/J# = Q(f). h/[o* : oj], where 
@(f) = 2’1. N(f) nPll. (1 - l/N(p)), the generalized Euler phi function, is 
defined in terms of absolute norm N of the ideal f (the finite part off) 
(cf. 12, p. 1691). h represents the class number of the base field which we 
required to be one in this paper. I,. the number of real infinite primes 
dividing f, equals zero, one, or two since our base field is real quadratic. 
The one quantity in this formula whose calculations is not immediate is the 
index [o* : o:]. Since we are considering onlyf’such thatf 1 (4) poo, co2 we 
need find only (i) the smallest integer x such that E = 1 mod p, (ii) the 
smallest y such that E!E 1 mod(4) and then, letting z =lcm(x, JJ), deter- 
mine which powers T (E’)~ satisfy the infinite prime conditions. 
To simplify the calculation of x we have 
PROPOSITION 5. Let xp = the smallest x such that E-’ = 1 mod p; let 
xp = the smallest x such that F’ = 1 mod p. 
(i) Then if N(E) = +1 or if there is an even x such that 
E-'- -1 mod p, xy=xp. 
(ii) Zf N(E) = -1 and there does not exist an x such that 
E* - - 1 mod p, then x, = xp or $x~. Specifi:cally if x, = xp then x, I = fx, and 
vice versa. 
Proof: We have EJ E 1 mod p o (E’)’ z 1 mod p’ o (&‘.E)” = 
Ed mod p’ oe” = (N(E)).’ mod p’. 
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(i) Thus if N(E) = 1 and E.’ E 1 mod p we have c’= 1 mod p’ which 
implies E’ = 1 mod p. If there is an even x such that E-~ = - 1 mod p then 
$ E - 1 mod p’ and thus xP = x, = 2x. 
(ii) If N(E) = - 1 then xP is even since E.’ = 1 mod p + E.’ = 1 mod p 
and E’; E 1 mod p’. But from the first line of this proof sX = 1 mod p -+ E-’ = 
(N(E)).’ mod p’. Then we claim f~(~“‘-‘~ = 1 mod p. 
Since N(p) = p the residue classes are represented by integers and the 
- only integers +E (*‘2)-rp could be are f 1. Specifically if ~(i’~)-+= 1 mod p, 
xP=txp and E “/21-rp E - 1 mod p’. If E(““-‘P E -1 mod p, x, = xP, and 
E(‘/~)-%E 1 mod p’. 
5. FINDING SOLVABILITY CRITERIA FOR THE CONGRUENCE 
The Artin reciprocity theorem of class field theory states that the prime 
ideals which split completely in a class field are those in the corresponding 
ray ideal group. Thus, in this setting, letting q = (rc), q splits in 
$0 (rr) E c( mod f for some coset representative a of J*/J,. If we have a 
unit ray class group, i.e., J,= J;, then the condition for splitting simplifies 
to (rc) z 1 mod J: Letting rc = a + bo we can translate this single ideal con- 
gruence into the union of a finite number of rational congruences involving 
linear combinations of a and 6. In fact, there is only one such combination 
if (4) jf, and d- 2, 3 mod 4. The finiteness is due to the fact that 
E’ E 1 mod f for some z E Z. The infinite primes in f restrict the selection of 
units to those for which 7~. unit is positive if co i j f and (7~. unit)’ is positive 
if cozlf: 
It will be necessary to give criteria for q’ to split since as we saw in Sec- 
tion 3 solvability of the congruence is equivalent to q or q’ splitting. For 
that purpose, it is easily seen that 
Case. d-lmod4. (i)IfqisofTypeIthenq=(a+bo)((a+b)-bo). 
(ii) If q is of Type II then q = (a + bo)( - (a + 6) + bw). 
Case. d E 2,3 mod 4. (i) If q is of Type I then q = (a + bo)(a - bw). 
(ii) Zf q is of Type11 then q=(a+bw)(-a+bw). 
In all these cases, a and b are chosen to be positive. If sN z 1 mod p then 
we need to determine conditions on a and b implied by 
(a+bo)(TEk)~lmod(x+yw).I.J,wherep=(x+yo),J=1or4,Z=1, 
ml, m2, or m1cf32, and k = 0, l,..., N- 1. As mentioned above only those 
units consistent with the sign conditions imposed by the infinite primes 
should be used. 
We can reduce this congruence to an algebraic equation by writing 
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unit = e, + e20. Then we have (a + bo)(e, + e20) - 1 = (U + uw)(x + yo) .J 
for some U, u E Z. Simple algebra shows that 




Case d- 2, 3 mod 4. 
u~Z+g,zc-gZydrOmodJp 
oEZ+g2x-gg~zOmodJp, 
where g, = ae, + be,d- 1 and g2 = be, + ae,. 
More algebra along these lines, leads to 
PROPOSITION 6 (Equivalence theorem). For all d, if J = 1, u E Z o u E Z. 
This fact saves time when constructing examples. 
6. EXAMPLES 
(A) Q(fi), ~=10+3fi, N&=1, -E’-lmod4. 
Since dr 3 mod 4, the quadratic residues mod(4) are (1) and (3). Let 
p=7 (-7)=(2+fi)(2-,/iT)=pp’, a3z 1 mod 7+x,=3. After 
noting that (2 + ,/l?). 6 = 1 mod 4, and by using results from Section 2, we 
can identify the 7 quadratic extensions of Q(fi) withf I (4) pco, co2 (see 
Table III). 
TABLE III 
.f Extension K, 
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For two of these extensions, namely those with,f’= pi, and,f’= PZC ?, we 
will now determine congruence conditions for n and h where 
-t q = u’ ~ I1 h’ and q is any rational prime which splits in Q($!) other 
than 7. Since / J*/Jb , ,I = 2 and iJ*/J:, , :l = 2 the primes q = (n) which split 
in the former extension are characterized by 7c = 1 mod Pam ,; in the latter 
extension by n = 1 mod p% ?. Since NF = + 1, we have 2 types of primes q. 
Since d-3mod4, y=u’-lIh’ttq= 1 mod3 -q=a- llh’++q= 
3mod4. For q=l mod4 let q=(n)=(a+hk/ll). We need to try only 
units ak, k = 0, 1, 2, since ai E 1 mod pay_. , . The negatives of these units can- 
not be used because they violate the ~8, condition. 
Clue k = 0. (a + hfi) 2’ = u + hd’z s 1 mod(2+,/fi)~~, + u 
+ 5h = 1 mod 7. 
Case k=l. (u + hfi)c’ = 
fi) Kl, 
(a + Q%)(lO + 3fi) = 1 mod(2 + 
-+ u + 5h = 2mod 7. 
Case k=2. (a + hfi).c* = (u+hfi)(199 + 6Ofi) = 1 mod(2 
+ fi, CIC,, + u+5h=4mod 7. 
Thus q=(a+hfi) splits in K,,,++a+5h-1,2,4mod7. If 
q E 1 mod 4, a - hfi > 0, and the conditions for q’ = (a - hJ5) to split 
area-Sh-1,2,4mod7. 
If qE3mod4, -a + bfi > 0, and the conditions for q’ to split are 
-a + 5h = 1,2,4 mod 7. Thus the condition for q or q’ to split in K, %, is: 
ifqr 1 mod4 af5/1=1,2,4mod7 
ifqe3mod4 ~u+5h-l,2,4mod7. 
Let us choose a generator of K,., ,, say - (2 - fi) E’, which gives us 
small coefficients for the congruence. We get .v4 - 26s’ - 7 s 0 mod q. 
A similar analysis for the field K, ,~~, using the generator (2 + fi) C’ 
and noting that units of the form -I?, k = 0. 1, 2, are needed for 
q = 3 mod 4, yields 
PROPOSITION 7. Let q be a prime that splits in Q(a) (i.e., q E 1, 5, 7, 
9, 19, 25, 35, 37, 39, 43 mod 44). !f q s 1 mod 4, represent q = a* - 1 lb’, 
with a, b > 0. If q = 3 mod 4, represent q = -a* + 1 lb* with a, b > 0, q # 7. 
Then x4 - 26x’ - 7 = 0 mod q is solvable (in rational integers) ++ 
q=lmod4 and aT56=1,2,4mod7 or qr3mod4 and 
Ta + 5h E 1,2,4 mod 7, and x4 + 26x’ - 7 = 0 mod q is solvable in rational 
integers-q-lmod4 and aT56=1,2,4mod7 or qs3mod4 and 
Ta+5b=3,5,6mod7. 
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(B) For the remaining examples, let us consider Q($); here 
E = w = (1 + ,,/?)/2, clearly N(E) = - 1. Since N(E) = - 1 every prime which 
splits in Q(a) is of Type I. Express such a prime q as q = a* + ab - b2; 
a, b > 0. Let us first look at conditions on a and b such that q splits in 
Q(& 4) = K4c.q. The acceptable units for (a + bo) . unit = 1 mod(4) co2 
are of the form ( -s)‘; since s6 = 1 mod(4) we need consider only 
k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 
Following the method of Section 3, we now must find conditions 
on a and b such that (a + bo’). unit = 1 mod(4) cc2. Since w’ = 
(l-$)/2= l- w, we have a + bw’ = (a + b) - bw. Therefore q’ splits in 
K 4%? if a + b and -b satisfy, respectively, the congruence conditions for a 
and b determined above. Note that E =.x’ mod a leads to 
x4 - x2 - 1 = 0 mod q. 
Now let us consider the extension Q(>. Jm, where 
p = (3 + 20) and (11) = pp’. Clearly pee, 1 fand it is easily seen that (4) jS; 
thus ,f= pco,. It is easily seen that q splits in K,,, if a + 4b 3 1, 3, 9, 5, 
4 mod 11. q’ splits in K, ,. , if (u+b)+4(-b)-1,3,9,5,4modll. If 
q = (3 + 20) e’ = (3 + 20)( I - 01) then ye z x2 mod q ++ (2x’ + 1)’ 3 
45 mod q. 
Our final example involves p = 29. Noting that (29)= 
(5 + w)( 5 + Co’) = pp’ and that 5+o~~~mod4 we see that the 
extension Q($, j’s+o) has f = p. Here there is no infinite prime to 
restrict the choice of units. Since s’= 1 mod p we will get a different con- 
gruence for each of the fourteen units 4 Ed; 0 d k G 6. This leads to 14 con- 
ditions for q to split and there are another 14 conditions for q’ to split. We 
summarize these three examples with 
PROPOSITION 8. Let q be a prime that splits in Q(d), (i.e., q E 1, 
9 mod 10). Represent q=a’+ub-b2 with a, b > 0. Then 
x4 - x’ - 1 = 0 mod q is solvable in rational integers c-) (a, b) is congruent 
mod 4 to one of following ordered pairs of residue classes (1, 0), (1, 3) 
(2,3), (3,2), (l,l), (0,3), (O,l), (L2L (3, 1). If qZ19 then 
(2x’+ 1)‘=45 mod q is solrxzble++u+4b or a-3b= 1, 3,4, 5, 9 mod 11. If 
q # 29 then (2x’ - 11)’ = 5 mod q is soluublett f(u - 5b) or T (a + 66) E 
1, 7, 16, 20, 23, 24, 25 mod 29. 
7. EXTENSION OF METHODS OF HIGHER DEGREE CONGRUENCES 
If one can find a tower of relatively quadratic extensions Q(G) c K, G 
K,> c .. c K,n and specific generators for each extension, one can derive 
solvability criteria for a succession of n + 1 quadratic congruences. These 
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congruences could be combined into one congruence of degree 2” + ’ as was 
done above for n = 1; although for n 3 L 3 it becomes unwieldy. It should be 
noted that actually finding generators for K,, , n 3 2 is not an easy task. The 
solvability criteria also become more complicated for IZ 3 2. The author has 
worked out the case wheref, = p, fz = 4~; for the last example above where 
(29) = pp’. However, it seems much work remains before general results 
can be stated for higher degree congruences. 
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